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Anton James took his act "The Naked Mentalist" from concept to performing for
hundreds of thousands of people in 6 MONTHS! His versatile, ready for anything
approach has helped him navigate over 15 years of real world performance. This
is a opportunity to learn mentalism that you can and will use.

Get ready to learn Anton's favorite personal material for close up and stand up
mentalism including new handlings for his releases such as MSP, The Ultimate
Networking Tool and ProBoard.

Tricks you will learn include...

Tossed Out Total: A never before released routine, Tossed Out Total is an
amazing piece of stand up mentalism that gets the whole audience involved.
Used by Anton as an opener, this routine is three quick effective phases and
ends with a powerful prediction. The best part is it can be set up with an ordinary
pad of paper and marker in moments.

MSP Test Conditions: A super simple and effective handling of MSP. A
demonstration of being able to look into a spectators mind and see what they see
this is a drawing duplication done under test conditions. Anton also discusses
how MSP can be used stand up to real multiple people's minds on stage.

UNT: Learn Anton's unreleased Connection Collection routine. This is Anton's
favorite piece in the lecture and has the potential to help you make a ton of
connections while performing a powerful piece of mentalism.

Close Up Mentalism Set: Anton discusses a very simple but effective framework
for walk around mentalism. Including a clever way to get your contact information
into everyone's pocket!

Character Theming: The Naked Mentalist is one of the most striking and
memorable characters in mentalism. Anton will share how the act came to be and
what key points contributed to its success in regards to character theming. This
section has the potential to change the way you look at all your routines and any
magic you may learn.
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ProBoard & Cody's Comedy Book Test: Anton shares details about the working
of the ProBoard, how it came to be, and how he currently uses it with Cody's
Comedy Book Test. Also discussed is how the ProBoard can be used for number
and playing card revelations.

Creative Jam: Anton shares ten incredible ideas that will enhance your creative
thinking. Sweet Straw Production, Growing and Shrinking Ball, Unteadable toilet
paper gag, Fake iPhone prank, Optical Illusion Wires, 3 Card Illusion an intro to
card warp, Slap Bracelet Give Away, Card Frame Gift, Grapes for Cups and
Balls, Sponge Heart Routine for weddings.

Unshuffled: Learn Anton's current and preferred handling of Unshuffled.
Unshuffled is a trick that is perfect for the real world and the unblinking eye of the
camera. Here you will learn how to use it as an opener and closer for your card
set.

Super Simple Sealed Deck: Learn Anton's super simple yet extremely effective
work on prepping a sealed deck that can be done in under a minute.

Get ready to learn this and more at the lecture!

You will also get a sneak peek behind the curtain of The Magic Estate, the
company Anton and Jeff Kaylor founded in an effort to produce the greatest
magic resources and innovative products with the top artists in the world. Anton
has been fortunate to collaborate with some of the biggest names in magic and
will bring what he has learned directly to you!
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